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Multiple particle tracking study of
thermally-gelling nanoemulsions†

Li-Chiun Cheng, a Lilian C. Hsiao b and Patrick S. Doyle *a

We perform multiple particle tracking (MPT) on a thermally-gelling oil-in-water nanoemulsion system.

Carboxylated and plain polystyrene probes are used to investigate the role of colloidal probe size and

surface chemistry on MPT in the nanoemulsion system. As temperature increases, hydrophobic groups

of PEG-based gelators (PEGDA) partition into the oil/water interface and bridge droplets. This

intercolloidal attraction generates a wide variety of microstructures consisting of droplet-rich and

droplet-poor phases. By tailoring the MPT colloidal probe surface chemistry, we can control the

residence of probes in each domain, thus allowing us to independently probe each phase. Our results

show stark differences in probe dynamics in each domain. For certain conditions, the mean squared

displacement (MSD) can differ by over four orders of magnitude for the same probe size but different

surface chemistry. Carboxylated probe surface chemistries result in ‘‘slippery’’ probes while plain

polystyrene probes appear to tether to the nanoemulsion gel network. We also observe probe hopping

between pores in the gel for carboxylated probes. Our approach demonstrates that probes with

different surface chemistries are useful in probing the local regions of a colloidal gel and allows the

measurement of local properties within structurally heterogeneous hydrogels.

1. Introduction

Colloidal gels are formed when sufficient colloid-colloid attrac-
tive interactions are introduced into colloidal suspensions.1 At
low to moderate particle loadings, colloids aggregate and give
rise to fractal clusters and chains, ultimately resulting in a
space-filling interconnected network.2 Such types of attraction
are commonly provided by depletion,3–5 colloid surface
charge6,7 or polymer bridging8 that can be controlled by external
stimuli such as temperature, depleting agents, ionic strength,
and pH values. By changing the colloid volume fraction and
attractive potential, colloidal gels show diverse microstructures
and mechanical properties.1 Due to their viscoelastic properties,
colloidal gels are used in various fields such as the food
industry,9 drug delivery,8 tissue engineering,6 membranes10 and
drilling fluids.7

Recently, our group has developed a thermally-gelling
nanoemulsion system in which nano-sized polydimethylsiloxane
droplets are dispersed in a continuous phase composed of water,
sodium dodecyl sulfate and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate.11 At
high temperatures, the hydrophobic groups of the PEG-based

gelators partition into the oil/water interfaces and form inter-
droplet bridging, giving rise to a thermally-responsive gel. It has
been shown that the temperature-dependent properties such as
gel point, shear modulus and yield stress can be tuned via droplet
size, oil volume fraction (f), gelator concentration (P) and gelator
chemistry.11,12 This system provides a wide parameter space and
allows one to engineer the nanoemulsions’ properties for specific
practical applications.13 For instance, our group has recently
shown the application of these nanoemulsions in 3D printing
to obtain hierarchical mesostructured hydrogels with potential
utility in drug delivery, tissue engineering and membranes.10 In
addition, the interdroplet attractive potential can be finely
modulated by adjusting temperature. This ability to tune the
attractive potential without adding another component to the
solution (e.g. depleting agent, salt, acid, etc.) allows ones to precisely
control assembly conditions and the resulting microstructures.

In this article, we use multiple particle tracking to study the
changes in microenvironment of the thermally-gelling nano-
emulsion during gelation. Previously, we studied the mechanism
of gelation by using rheological characterization, neutron scattering
and cryo-transmission electron microscopy.12 For nanoemulsions
with f o fc, where fc is a critical oil volume fraction, gelation is
induced by homogenous percolation with a broad gel transition
in which the droplet-droplet cluster formed and subsequently
percolated. On the other hand, when f 4 fc, gelation occurs
through phase separation with a sharp sol–gel transition. In this
regime, the strong interdroplet attraction can dynamically arrest
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the phase separation, and the nanoemulsions show bi-continuous
microstructures consisting of droplet-rich and droplet-poor
domains.

Microstructures of the nanoemulsions spanning a wide
range of f (0.1 to 0.33) and T (22 to 65 1C) were further studied
using confocal microscopy.14 We developed a technique where
we labeled oil droplets by a lipophilic dye and locked the
microstructures in place by photo-crosslinking the telechelic
polymers at target temperatures, thus enabling direct visualization
of the internal structures at room temperature. Using confocal
microscopy and bulk rheological characterization, it was deter-
mined that the nanoemulsions undergo a two-stage gelation at
rising temperatures: homogenous percolation followed by phase
separation. This is contrary to what had been found previously,
where the gelation is induced by single mechanism depending
on f.12 However, we also showed that the thermal response of the
nanoemulsion was sensitive to oil droplet size and temperature
history, which could explain the difference in observations.

Although there are some differences in the results due to
slight differences in composition, both works12,14 showed that
at sufficiently high f and relatively high T, the nanoemulsions
undergo phase separation and become dynamically arrested.
Using inverted optical microscope with the texture analysis
microscopy,15 Gao et al. captured the microscopic dynamic
process of coarsening through spinodal decomposition to the
arrested state. As expected, the nanoemulsion forms hetero-
geneous, bi-continuous networks consisting of droplet-rich and
droplet-poor domains, consistent with the results by using
confocal microscopy.14 The microstructures were further studied
by analyzing the large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) rheology
with simultaneous neutron scattering.16 Interestingly, Kim et al.
found out that the nanoemulsion gel shows two-step yielding. This
nonlinear mechanical response is due to the initial compression
and rupture of dense fractal domains, followed by clusters breakage
into a homogeneous dispersion.

Although the work of the LAOS study focused more on the
evolution of the heterogeneous nanoemulsion gel microstructures
under yielding, it also suggests that the internal structures are of a
hierarchical nature, and that it may be possible to obtain more
information by locally probing the networks. However, there are
few direct microscopic studies on thermogelling nanoemulsions.
Moreover, the characterization of the nanoemulsion is primarily
performed with bulk rheology. Although it has been shown that
such studies can be aided by microscopy, direct probing without
compromising the microstructures would be beneficial.

Here, we performed video microscopy multiple particle
tracking (MPT) to study the thermally-gelling nanoemulsion
at various temperatures. For this study, we chose a nanoemulsion
with f = 0.15. At this oil loading, the nanoemulsion microstructure
shows a correlation length that spans 0.1 to 10 mm at different
temperatures.14 For such a highly heterogeneous system, MPT is a
useful tool for quantitative analysis because the probes embedded
in the sample can reveal the local rheological properties of the
material on a microscopic scale.7,17–32 We show that by tailoring
the colloidal probe surface chemistry we can control the residence
of the probes to be either in the droplet-rich or droplet-poor phase,

thus allowing us to investigate each domain independently. Our
results show stark differences in probe dynamics in each domain,
and the dynamics also show significant probe-size dependency.
Unmodified polystyrene beads appear to tether strongly to the
nanoemulsion gel at elevated temperatures, whereas carboxylate-
modified polystyrene beads appear to be ‘‘slippery’’ and explore
the large pores in the nanoemulsion gel. This work introduces a
method to target specific regions in a nanoemulsion gel for
characterization via MPT, and has implications for the design
of new nanoemulsion-based composite materials.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials

Nanoemulsion and confocal imaging. Poly(ethylene glycol)
diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn = 700 g mol�1), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), silicone oil (PDMS, viscosity = 5 cSt at 25 1C), lipophilic
dye PKH26 (excitation and emission wavelengths lex/lem = 551/
567 nm) and photoinitiator 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone
(Darocur 1173) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used
without further purification.

Particle tracking. Fluorescent polystyrene beads were purchased
from Polysciences (Fluoresbrites YG, lex/lem = 441/486 nm).
Two types of probes with selected sizes were used in this work:
polystyrene beads with no surface modification (diameter 2a = 1
and 2 mm) and polystyrene beads surface modified with carboxylate
groups (2a = 1, 1.5 and 2 mm).

2.2 Synthesis of nanoemulsion

The oil-in-water (O/W) nanoemulsion in this work consisted of
PDMS droplets (D = 36 nm with polydispersity = 20%) dispersed
in a continuous phase of PEGDA with volume fraction = 0.33,
SDS at a concentration of 0.175 M and de-ionized water. The oil
volume fraction (f) of the nanoemulsion was 0.15. To generate
the nanoemulsion, a pre-emulsion was first prepared by adding
the silicone oil into the aqueous mixture of PEGDA and SDS
under magnetic stirring with a speed of 700 rpm. Stirring was
maintained for at least 15 min to ensure there was no macro-
scopic phase separation. This pre-emulsion was processed into
the nanoemulsion by using a high-pressure homogenizer
(EmulsiFlex-C3, Avestin). The homogenization was conducted
at a pressure of 18 000 psi for 15 passes, and the emulsion was
cooled to 4 1C between each pass. The diameter of the droplets
was measured using dynamic light scattering (90Plus PALS,
Brookhaven Instruments) after diluting the oil phase from
f = 0.15 to f = 0.002 by using an aqueous diluting agent
consisting of PEGDA in de-ionized water (P = 0.33). Dilution
using this solution was shown to have negligible influence on
the oil droplet size and polydispersity.11 The final nanoemulsion
was stored at 4 1C until further use.

2.3 Multiple particle tracking

Before adding the fluorescent probes into the nanoemulsion,
the beads were washed in a solution with the same composition
as the continuous phase of the nanoemulsion by centrifugation
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and redispersed by vortexing. This process was repeated three
times for all beads to remove potential chemical residuals in
the stock bead solutions. After the washing step, the beads were
added into the nanoemulsion with a volume fraction E0.02%.
Depending on the probe size, 50–100 randomly dispersed beads
were tracked within the microscope field of view.

The nanoemulsion containing the colloidal probes was then
sealed in a custom-built chamber that was designed to maintain
thermal homogeneity when mounted on a microscope heating
stage (DT r 0.2 1C across the chamber). A schematic of the
device is shown in ESI,† Fig. S1. The slides were fixed in place
using UV-curing glue. After the sample was loaded into the
chamber, both ends were sealed by epoxy glue.

Particle tracking was performed using an inverted fluorescence
microscope (Axiovert 40 CFL, Zeiss) equipped with a 40� objective
(N.A. = 0.75). A filter set (XF404, Omega Optical) was used which
allowed only fluorescent beads to be excited and imaged. The
temperature of the sample was controlled by a heating stage
(TSA02i, Instec) mounted on the microscope stage. An objective
warmer (OW-1, Warner Instruments) was used to minimize the
potential thermal fluctuation due to the air between the objective
and the sample.15 The temperature was calibrated by an additional
digital thermometer (#51 II, Fluke).

The sample was placed on the stage when the heating stage
reached the target temperature. Images were taken after 10 minutes
by using a charged couple device (CCD) camera (Manta G-145, Allied
Vision) at a speed of 30 frames per second with a shutter speed
of 8 ms. A total of 900 frames were collected for each movie. The
time for the largest beads to settle due to gravity in the chamber
is E120 min in our system,33 which is much larger than the
experimental time scale E10 min. Moreover, although the
Peclet number E0.5 indicates the gravitational settling is not
negligible compared to Brownian motion for largest beads,13 we
will show that the settling effect does not perturb the native
microstructure of the gelling nanoemulsions in Section 3.3. For
each type of bead at the target temperature, 5–8 movies were
recorded to ensure a large ensemble of bead trajectories. The
experiments were performed separately for beads with different
surface chemistry and sizes suspended in freshly prepared
nanoemulsions.

2.4 Microrheology

Probe dynamics from the movies were then analyzed by publicly
available Matlab codes,34 which are based on IDL codes originally
developed by Crocker and Grier.35 The mean squared displace-
ment (MSD) is calculated by analyzing the bead trajectories:

MSD = hDr2(t)i = h[r(t + t) � r(t)]2i, (1)

where r is the position of the bead, t is time, t is lag time and
the bracket represents the time and/or ensemble average.
However, eqn (1) needs to be corrected for a static error caused
by the inherent noise in particle tracking.36,37 An additional
experiment was performed to determine the static error – the
probes were immobilized in a 3 wt% agarose gel and the
apparent MSD (so-called static error) was calculated (see ESI,†

Table S1 for the static errors of all beads). The static error was
then subtracted from eqn (1).

The measured MSD was used to calculate the sample
viscoelasticity via the generalized Stokes–Einstein relation
(GSER).18,38 The complex shear modulus, G* is described as,

G�ðoÞ ¼ kBT

paioFu Dr2ðtÞh if g; (2)

where o = 1/t is the frequency, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T
is the absolute temperature, a is the bead radius, i is the
imaginary unit and Fu is the Fourier transform function. In
order to use GSER to calculate the shear moduli, eqn (2) needs
to be modified.38 By assuming the local power law applies at the
frequency of interest, eqn (2) can be transformed to:

G�ðoÞj j � kBT

pa Dr2ð1=oÞh iG½1þ aðoÞ�: (3)

Here G is the gamma function and aðwÞ ¼
@ ln Dr2ðtÞ
� �

@ ln t

����
t¼1=o

.

Finally, the elastic modulus, G0(o) and the viscous modulus,
G00(o) are calculated as,

G0(o) = |G*(o)|cos(pa(o)/2), (4)

G00(o) = |G*(o)|sin(pa(o)/2). (5)

2.5 Bulk rheology

Bulk rheology was measured using a stress-controlled rheometer
(ARG2, TA Instruments) equipped with a Peltier plate to control
temperature. A stainless steel 21 cone with a diameter of 60 mm
was used to perform small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS)
measurements at a strain of g = 0.05%.11 A solvent trap was used
to reduce potential evaporation of the sample during the
measurement and a few drops of de-ionized water were added
on top of the cone. For both temperature ramp and frequency
ramp characterizations, a preshear was applied by constant
rotation at a rate of 20 rad s�1 for 30 seconds, followed by a
one minute period where the sample remained quiescent at
T = 20 1C. For frequency sweep measurements, after the
preshear was finished, the nanoemulsion was raised to the target
temperature and then remained quiescent for 10 minutes. Freshly
loaded nanoemulsion was used for each target temperature. For
temperature ramp measurements, the temperature was raised at a
speed of 2 1C min�1 with a fixed angular frequency o = 20 rad s�1.
The moduli were measured at a lag time of 5 seconds.

2.6 Confocal microscopy

The microstructures of the nanoemulsions with and without
beads were captured by a laser scanning confocal microscope
(LSM 700, Zeiss) equipped with a 63� oil-immersion objective
(N.A. = 1.4). To prepare samples for imaging, the nanoemulsion
was first mixed with 1 vol% of fluorescent dye PKH26 and
1 vol% of the photoinitiator Darocur. The addition of these
chemicals has been shown to have negligible effect on the
nanoemulsion microstructure.14 For the samples containing
probe beads, the beads were also added at this stage at the
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same volume fraction as used for particle tracking (beads were
also washed as stated previously). Then, 150 mL of the mixture
was loaded in a glass chamber (Lab-Tekt #155411, Thermo
Fisher Scientific). The sample was placed in a preheated oven at
the target temperature for 10 minutes. Subsequently, the sample
was exposed to UV light (l = 365 nm) for one minute in the oven.
The crosslinking of PEGDA locks the nanoemulsion microstructure
in place to allow for direct visualization of the structure at room
temperature on the confocal microscope.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Thermally-gelling nanoemulsion system

The thermally-gelling oil-in-water (O/W) nanoemulsion is composed
of silicone oil (poly(dimethyl siloxane), PDMS, 5 cSt) droplets
(diameter hDi = 36 nm) dispersed in a continuous phase consisting
of a telechelic polymer, poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA,
Mn = 700 g mol�1), at a volume fraction P = 0.33, and a
surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), at a concentration
of 0.175 M. The oil volume fraction f was chosen to be 0.15. At
f = 0.15, the nanoemulsion microstructure shows a wide span of
characteristic lengths (E1 to 20 mm) at different temperatures.14

For such a highly heterogeneous system, multiple particle
tracking (MPT) is a useful tool for quantitative analysis because
the probes embedded in the sample can reveal the local
rheological properties of the material.7,17–29 In addition, at f =
0.15, the viscoelastic moduli of the nanoemulsion above the gel
temperature ranges from about 10 to 400 Pa.11,14 With our
experimental setup, the static error36 is E2 � 10�5 mm2 which
sets the limit of the largest measurable elastic modulus to
E150 Pa, as calculated by the generalized Stokes–Einstein
relation (GSER).39 We acknowledge the inherent limit of the
video microscopy particle tracking in our setup where materials
with large elasticity cannot be well characterized. However,
within the limit of 150 Pa, MPT is capable of capturing the local
microenvironment in the gelling nanoemulsion. The focus of
our work is to demonstrate one of the first studies in utilizing

tracers of different surface chemistry to probe the local dynamics
of spatially heterogeneous gelled nanoemulsions.

The thermal gelation of the nanoemulsions occurs due to
interdroplet bridging via telechelic polymer gelators containing
hydrophobic end groups.11 When the temperature increases,
the hydrophobic end groups of PEGDA partition into the oil/
water interface which results in interdroplet bridging (Fig. 1A).
This attractive interaction eventually results in an intercon-
nected gel networks that span the system, transforming the
nanoemulsion from a liquid-like material to a viscoelastic solid,
as shown in Fig. 1B. At room temperature, the nano-sized
droplets are well dispersed because of a large Laplace pressure
and electrostatic repulsion provided by the surfactant.13,40,41

Above the gel temperature, the droplets self-assemble and form
a space-filling network, turning the nanoemulsion dispersion
into a gel state. This increase in the apparent size of the droplet-
rich phase also results in increased turbidity, consistent with
what has been reported previously.42

Bulk small-amplitude oscillatory shear experiments were
performed to measure the viscoelastic moduli (G0 and G00) over
a range of temperatures spanning the gel point (Fig. 1C). At
T = 30.0 1C, the storage module scales as G0 B o2 and the
loss modulus scales as G00 B o1, representing a liquid-like
behavior.11,14 At T = 32.5 1C, G0 E G00 B on over a wide span of
frequencies, where n is the relaxation exponent.43 Winter and
Chambon suggested that the critical gel point is found when
G0(o) and G00(o) show the same power law exponents on a
log–log plot.44 We find that n E 0.5 (Fig. 1C), which indicates
stoichiometrically balanced end-linking networks.45 At the
critical gel point, the colloidal system forms a sample-spanning
gel network.45 Above the gel point, the elastic modulus G0 is
larger than the viscous modulus G00 for all frequencies and both
moduli become nearly independent of frequency.

3.2 Direct visualization of microstructures

The macroscopic viscoelasticity of a material is determined by
its microstructure.46,47 We used confocal microscopy to directly

Fig. 1 Thermally-gelling nanoemulsion (P = 0.33, f = 0.15) and its viscoelasticity. (A) Schematic of the thermally-gelling mechanism. (B) Photographs
of the nanoemulsion at T = 25 1C (transparent liquid) and T = 50 1C (turbid gel). (C) Frequency sweep of viscoelastic moduli from T = 30.0 to 50.0 1C
(g = 0.05%) from bulk rheology. Filled symbol = G0; open symbol = G00.
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visualize the microstructure of the nanoemulsions at various
temperatures. By taking advantage of the abundance of telechelic
polymers (PEGDA) in the continuous phase, we locked the micro-
structure in place at target temperatures by photo-crosslinking
the PEGDA with UV light for 1 minute. This approach enabled us
to study the various microstructures at room temperature using
fluorescence confocal microscopy. Fig. 2 shows representative 2D
images of the nanoemulsion at T = 30.0 to 50.0 1C. We added
a small amount of a lipophilic fluorescent dye (PKH26) for
visualization. It has been shown that the addition of fluorescent
dye and photoinitiator has negligible effect on the nanoemulsion
structure.14

At T = 30.0 1C, the nanoemulsion exists predominantly as
small clusters (E0.7 mm) that are dispersed in the continuous
phase. These clusters display liquid-like rheology (Fig. 1C) and
the moduli do not change over a wide period of time at a fixed
frequency and strain (ESI,† Fig. S2). In addition, at T = 30.0 1C
where the thermally bridging is not prominent (below the gel
temperature) and the PEG-SDS association in low temperature
regime has not taken place,42 the clusters formed are likely due
to the combination of short-range attraction by weakly bridging
and perhaps PEGDA depletion, and electrostatic repulsion by
ionic groups of SDS on the droplets. These observations suggest
the likelihood of forming a clustered fluid, which is consistent with
weak droplet interactions at this moderate temperature.40,48–50

Future studies are needed to fully characterize the nature of
these clusters below the gel temperature.

At T = 32.5 1C, the droplets begin to form droplet-rich and
droplet-poor regions which become more distinctive at T =
35.0 1C. In this temperature regime, thick droplet strands
co-exist with small clusters.14 Although it is difficult to discern
a spanning network from the 2D images, results from bulk
rheology suggest the gel point is within this temperature range.
From Fig. 1C, the moduli at the gel point are small (G0 E G00 B
0.1 to 10 Pa). The small values of G0 and G00 indicate a very
weak gel, suggesting that the nanoemulsions form a sparsely
connected structure.

When further increasing the temperature to T 4 35.0 1C, the
attraction between droplets increases.11,15 Stronger attraction
can induce dynamically arrested phase separation in a colloidal
system.1 The strand-like droplet-rich regions of the nano-
emulsions become smaller when the temperature increases
beyond the gel point,51 as shown in Fig. 2. At these high
temperatures, the spanning networks give the nanoemulsion
a solid-like behavior. This solid-like behavior is evident in
Fig. 1C, which shows that G0 reaches a plateau that is nearly
independent of frequency and has a value that is an order of
magnitude larger than G00.

Quantitative analysis of microstructures can be obtained by
calculating correlation lengths of droplet-rich domains, LC.14,52,53

Fig. 2 Representative 2D images of nanoemulsion microstructures by confocal microscopy at T = 30.0 to 50.0 1C. The red fluorescent regions are the
droplet-rich phase and the dark regions are the droplet-poor phase. Scale bars = 5 mm.
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Using the image processing software ImageJ, we first applied a
fast Fourier transform to the image and obtained the scattered
light intensity. Then, we calculated the radially averaged light
intensity I(q) of the processed image, where q is the wave vector.
Finally, we computed the correlation length as LC = 2p/qmax,
where qmax is the wave vector of the maximum averaged light
intensity (ESI,† Fig. S3 for an example). Table 1 lists LC from
T = 30.0 to 50.0 1C. The results are consistent to what has been
reported in prior work.14 Before the onset of phase separation
(T = 35.0 1C), LC gradually increases as temperature rises, and
shows a sharp increase at T = 35.0 1C. After the phase transition,
LC decreases as temperature continues to rise. The results are
consistent with the images in Fig. 2. Readers interested in a
systematic study relating LC to rheological properties of this
nanoemulsion are referred to previous work by our group.14

In addition to LC, we also computed the size of droplet-rich
and droplet-poor domains, denoted as Lrich and Lpoor respectively.
By using ImageJ, we applied a built-in function ‘‘Analyze
Particles’’ to the images after performing the ‘‘Threshold’’
function. For Lpoor, the white/black values of images were first
inverted before ‘‘Threshold’’. We set the average minimum
Feret diameter to be Lrich or Lpoor, where the Feret diameter is
defined as the distance between two parallel lines that are
tangential to the outline of a 2D object (ESI,† Fig. S4 for
detailed description). For example, Lrich would be the diameter
of sphere-like clusters at low temperatures and the width of the
strand-like aggregates at high temperatures. An additional step
is performed for computing Lrich at T = 32.5 and 35.0 1C. At
these two temperatures, the histogram of sizes of droplet-rich
domains shows a bimodal distribution with a local minimum
in the probability distribution at 2 mm, distinguishing the two
populations. This bimodal distribution is qualitatively seen in
Fig. 2. Therefore, for these two temperatures we calculate and
report two averaged minimum Feret diameters. Moreover, At
T = 30.0 to 35.0 1C, due to the lack of isolated droplet-poor
domains, Lpoor was computed by measuring the separation
distance between two near droplet-rich domains (ESI,† Fig. S5
for an example). At least 50 measurements were obtained at each
temperature. Table 1 lists Lrich and Lpoor from T = 30.0 to 50.0 1C.

Here we acknowledge the large standard deviation listed in
Table 1. The major reason for the large variation is because the

droplet-rich and droplet-poor domains are spatially hetero-
geneous. Additionally, the concave surfaces of the objects might
contribute to the deviation.54,55 For example, the minimum Feret
diameter of a concave droplet-rich strand would be larger than
the width of the strand.

The results from Fig. 2 show that the nanoemulsion forms
different interconnecting droplet-rich and droplet-poor phases at
various temperatures. Next, we probe each domain by controlling
the surface chemistry of MPT beads, and study how these two
domains exhibit probe-size dependent dynamics.

3.3 Microstructures with particle tracking probes embedded

Fig. 3 shows representative images of the nanoemulsions mixed
with green fluorescent polystyrene colloidal probes containing
two different surface chemistries at selected temperatures.
The top row is the samples mixed with carboxylate-modified
polystyrene beads (hereafter denoted as carboxylate beads), and
the bottom row is mixed with bare polystyrene beads (no surface
modification, hereafter denoted as plain beads). The continuous
phase of the nanoemulsions consists of excess SDS surfactant that
adsorbs to the bare polystyrene beads and stabilizes them. The
bead volume fraction is 0.02%, which is the same concentration
used for the MPT experiments. Interestingly, all the carboxylate
beads reside in the droplet-poor phase and nearly all the plain
beads reside in the droplet-rich phase across all temperatures. This
is confirmed by the fluorescent color of the beads – the carboxylate
beads remain green in each image (their native emission color),
but the plain beads appear yellow, due to the addition of red
fluorescence (from the PKH26 dye in the droplets) and green
fluorescence from the beads. To further validate the light spectrum
addition argument, we mixed 1 mm plain beads in a nanoemulsion
suspension of P = 0.33 and f = 0.05 at T = 40 1C. At this low volume
fraction, the nanoemulsion forms a microstructure that allows
only part of the plain beads to reside in the droplet-rich domains.
Representative images are shown in Fig. 4. As expected, only the
region of a bead in the droplet-rich phase becomes yellow, while
the other part remains green. Fig. 4 also indicates that the yellow
color is not a result of the adsorption of lipophilic dye to the entire
bead surface. Fig. 3 and 4 illustrate that, by properly tailoring
the surface chemistries of the beads, we can independently
probe droplet-rich and droplet-poor domains via MPT. Further
images from experiments with higher bead loadings are shown
in ESI,† Fig. S6.

Qualitatively, the addition of the beads does not affect the
microstructures formed by the nanoemulsions, as seen in
Fig. 3. Quantitatively, we compare LC of the pure nanoemulsion
and the nanoemulsion mixed with carboxylate beads and plain
beads at T = 35.0, 40.0 and 45.0 1C (Table S2, ESI†). The
microstructures are not influenced by the addition of the beads
as LC of all systems are nearly the same at each temperature. We
also performed a temperature-ramp rheology measurement to
show that the addition of beads have negligible effect on the
bulk linear viscoelasticity of the nanoemulsion (ESI,† Fig. S7).
In addition, although plain beads reside in the droplet-rich
phase, we show that plain beads do not induce droplet aggregation
(ESI,† Fig. S8).

Table 1 Correlation lengths of droplet-rich domains (LC), sizes of droplet-
rich domains (Lrich) and sizes of droplet-poor domains (Lpoor) from T = 30.0
to 50.0 1C. Error bars = 1 standard deviation from 5–8 images

T (1C) LC (mm) Lrich (mm) Lpoor (mm)

30.0 1.66 � 0.08 0.67 � 0.34 0.40 � 0.16
32.5 17.3 � 14.2 5.01 � 2.68

0.55 � 0.21
0.62 � 0.55

35.0 32.9 � 12.4 5.98 � 4.01
0.49 � 0.26

0.95 � 0.54

37.5 3.46 � 0.26 2.12 � 2.28 2.90 � 3.82
40.0 3.38 � 0.29 1.95 � 1.51 2.46 � 3.54
42.5 2.54 � 0.21 1.74 � 1.42 2.10 � 3.75
45.0 2.35 � 0.23 1.69 � 1.40 1.87 � 1.88
47.5 2.08 � 0.14 1.32 � 1.40 1.52 � 1.24
50.0 1.82 � 0.31 1.24 � 0.97 1.45 � 1.94
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3.4 Bead-nanoemulsion droplet interaction

We hypothesize that the telechelic PEGDA polymer can thermally
bridge the plain beads to the nanoemulsions, leading to the
strong association of plain beads with droplet-rich regions. This
hypothesis assumes that the hydrophobic end group of PEGDA
associates with the plain bead surface. If such a polymer-bead
association takes place, then plain beads should thermally cluster
in the presence of PEGDA without nanoemulsions.

To test our hypothesis, we designed a bead-aggregation experi-
ment. We mixed carboxylate and plain beads of diameter = 1 mm in

a solution having the same composition as the continuous phase
of the nanoemulsion and added 1 vol% of photoinitiator. The
bead volume fraction was E0.2%, and we performed the
experiment at two different temperatures. For samples at
T = 25 1C, the mixtures were directly exposed to UV light after
sitting at room temperature for 10 minutes. For T = 40 1C, the
samples were placed in the oven for 10 minutes and then
immediately exposed to UV light. We also repeated the same
experiment with a lower PEGDA volume fraction P = 0.05 (this
was the lowest PEGDA concentration that could be used for
photopolymerization). A total of eight samples (2 types of beads,
2 PEGDA concentrations, 2 temperatures) were investigated.
The microstructures of the samples were observed by confocal
microscopy.

Results are shown in Fig. 5. Under all conditions, carboxylate
beads do not aggregate. On the other hand, plain beads aggregate
at T = 40 1C, and the beads form larger clusters when more
PEGDA is introduced. For a quantitative characterization, we
define two quantities Nc and Na. Nc is the average coordination
number, which is defined as the average number of beads
surrounding a central bead (center-to-center distance less than
1 mm in 2D images). Na is the average aggregation size, which is
defined as the average number of beads within a single aggregate.
For all samples at T = 25 1C, Nc and Na are zero, which means that
the particles are well dispersed. For the plain bead groups at
T = 40 1C, when P increases from 0.05 to 0.33, Nc increases from
0.84 � 0.94 to 1.1 � 0.91 and Na increase from 2.3 � 0.79 to
2.9 � 2.0. Two other quantities, Nx and Ny, are also defined to
signify the changes in the aggregation, where Nx is the fraction
of beads in the aggregates (dimer, trimers, etc.) and Ny is
the fraction of beads in the aggregates excluding dimers.

Fig. 3 Representative confocal images of the nanoemulsion mixed with particle tracking probes at T = 35.0, 40.0 and 45.0 1C. Upper row:
Nanoemulsion mixed with carboxylate-modified polystyrene beads (carboxylate beads); bottom row: nanoemulsion mixed with bare polystyrene beads
(plain beads). Carboxylate beads reside in the droplet-poor phase (dark region) and plain beads reside in the droplet-rich phase (red fluorescent region).
Scale bars = 5 mm.

Fig. 4 Confocal images of 1 mm plain beads embedded in the nano-
emulsion with P = 0.33 and f = 0.05 at T = 40.0 1C. Only the part of bead
partitioning into the droplet-rich phase is yellow, while other parts remain
green. This images support the hypothesis that the change in color
observed for colloidal probes is correlated with their residence in the
droplet-rich phase. Scale bar = 1 mm.
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At T = 40 1C, Nx and Ny increase from 0.50 to 0.78 and 0.13 to
0.44 respectively, as P increases from 0.05 to 0.33. This experi-
ment shows that the plain bead-PEGDA mixture forms particle
aggregates at high temperatures. In addition, stronger aggregation
is induced when the PEGDA concentration is increased. In fact,
telechelic polymer bridging via hydrophobic end-functionalized
groups has been already found between solid particle surfaces,56–59

as well as in microemulsions60–62 and micelles.63,64 In Fig. 6, we
propose a schematic of how nanoemulsion droplets associate with
plain beads. On the other hand, we believe the absence of bridging
in the carboxylate beads is because of the charged carboxylated
group present on the polystyrene surface. Although the surfaces of
carboxylate beads and nanoemulsion droplets can provide strong
electrostatic repulsion (having zeta potentials of �45 and �42 mV
respectively), the telechelic polymer bridging is stronger for the
droplets presumably due to the more favorable chemical

environment for the hydrophobic end group of PEGDA as it
resides at the droplet surface.

3.5 Multiple particle tracking microrheology of nanoemulsion
suspensions

Having shown that we can control whether the probe beads are
in the droplet-rich (plain probe beads) or droplet-poor phase
(carboxylate probe beads), we now use MPT to probe the
material properties in each domain and compare the results.
If the material has homogenous rheological properties across
the probe length scale, then the scaled MSD, ahDr2(t)i, will be
independent of probe size. If the material is heterogeneous on
length scales comparable to or larger than the probe size, the
scaled MSD for different bead sizes will not collapse onto a
master curve.7,20,22,65

Fig. 7 and 9 show the scaled MSD plotted versus lag time, t,
for all beads at various temperatures. All of the scaled MSDs
shown here have been corrected for static errors. A slope of one
on the log–log MSD plot represents diffusive probe dynamics in
a Newtonian fluid. For a MSD slope between zero and one, the
fluid is non-Newtonian and shows viscoelastic behavior. For a
MSD slope that is equal to zero, the material is solid-like and
the beads are locally trapped.

3.5.1 MPT using carboxylate bead probes. Fig. 7 shows the
results for carboxylate beads with diameter 2a = 1, 1.5 and 2 mm
in the nanoemulsions at various temperatures. All of the carboxylate
beads show a similar trend: as the gelation proceeds, the scaled

Fig. 5 Representative confocal images to validate that plain beads share the same thermally-gelling mechanism as the nanoemulsion via PEGDA
bridging. Nc is the averaged coordination number and Na is the averaged size of an aggregate (number of beads). For all carboxylate bead groups and
plain bead groups at T = 25 1C, Nc = Na = 0, indicating beads are well dispersed in the solution. For the plain bead group at T = 40 1C, Nc and Na increase
from 0.84 � 0.94 to 1.1 � 0.91 and from 2.3 � 0.79 to 2.9 � 2.0, respectively, as P is increased from 0.05 to 0.33, indicating that clusters are induced by
PEGDA, and that more PEGDA induces stronger aggregation. Scale bars = 5 mm. Error bars = 1 standard deviation.

Fig. 6 Schematic of the postulated correlation between plain polystyrene
beads and nanoemulsion droplets.
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MSD decreases, and this decrease is progressively larger for
larger beads. This trend is consistent with the shrinking droplet-
poor domains as nanoemulsions cluster via polymer bridging.
At low temperatures (T = 30.0 to 35.0 1C), for all beads the scaled
MSDs are diffusive and in good agreement, which suggests the
nanoemulsion is homogeneous at these length scales being
probed. This agreement breaks down when the temperature is
increased to 37.5 1C, where ahDr2(t)i of 2 mm beads is lower than
the other two bead sizes, and ahDr2(t)i for 1.5 mm probes begins
to show a clear temperature dependence at T = 42.5 1C. Differ-
ences among the MSDs for the three probe sizes increase with
increasing temperature. At T = 50.0 1C and t = 10 s, ahDr2(t)i of
the 1.5 and 2 mm beads are smaller than that of 1 mm beads by
half and one order of magnitude respectively. In addition,
ahDr2(t)i of 2 mm beads has a slope which decreases with
increasing lag time. While not reaching a plateau per se, the
MSD suggests restricted probe dynamics consistent with beads
being partially trapped in droplet-poor domain cages in the
nanoemulsion gel. At smaller t, probes are undergoing Brownian
motion and show diffusive dynamics; at larger t, probes become
restricted in cages. The restriction is prominent when the size of
the droplet-poor domains is closer to the size of the beads, which
also explains why the scaled MSDs do not collapse onto a master
curve for different sizes of beads at high temperatures. Therefore,
it is not surprising the 2 mm carboxylate beads are more sensitive
to the gelation since the gel pore size, represented by Lpoor, is E1
to 2 mm at elevated temperatures (Table 1).

In Fig. 7A, 1 mm carboxylate beads show an interesting
behavior. First, despite the fact that the nanoemulsion forms
a strong gel, the MSD remains diffusive and does not decrease
significantly at rising temperatures. In fact, for the probes
which do not associate with the network, they show viscoelastic
MSD only when they are trapped by the materials.25 Even at
T = 50.0 1C, the size of the droplet-poor domain is still larger
than the 1 mm beads (Table 1), which indicates the 1 mm beads
can still diffuse through this domain without much restriction
compared to larger beads. Second, the MSDs of 1 mm beads are
different than those of other two sizes of beads at rising
temperatures. For 1 mm beads, the MSD first increases from
T = 30.0 to 37.5 1C (Fig. 7A, T = 30.0 1C, magenta, which overlaps

with T = 32.5 1C, blue, and T = 35.0 1C, cyan) and decreases after
T = 40.0 1C (yellow), which can also be seen in the inset that
plots the MSD at a lag time t = 5 s. This initial increase in MSD
with temperature is less obvious for 1.5 mm beads and is almost
absent for 2 mm beads. We believe that the higher mobility in
this temperature range is due to the decrease in viscosity in the
continuous phase (see ESI,† Fig. S9 for continuous phase
viscosity as a function of temperature). At temperatures above
T = 37.5 1C, the droplet-poor domain cages are well established
(Fig. 2), and the decrease in MSD results from the steric
restriction of the cages and the hydrodynamic interaction from
the surrounding droplet-rich phases.66 Fig. S10 (ESI†) shows
the plot of MSD versus dimensionless lag time for carboxylate
beads and includes an extended discussion in the increase and
subsequent decrease of MSD at rising temperatures.

As the size of beads approaches to the size the droplet-poor
domains, bead hopping can occur.66–68 Hopping is a phenomenon
when beads jump from one confinement cage to another, and the
residence time trapped in a cage is longer than the jump time. In
prior MPT studies, cages were formed by polymer networks,
whereas in our system the cages arise from the macroporous
gelled nanoemulsion. The size of the droplet-poor domains
are E1.5 mm at T = 50.0 1C (Table 1), which is comparable
to the size of the 2 mm beads. Indeed, we found some of the
2 mm carboxylate beads exhibit hopping. (Note that since
we calculated the ensemble-average MSD across all particle
trajectories, cage-hopping events have already been accounted
for in the raw data and are not subtracted from MSD shown in
Fig. 7). Fig. 8 shows the representative spatial and temporal
probe trajectories for hopping beads. After constrained motions
for a relatively long time, hopping happens at a very short
time scale wherein the probe jumps from one droplet-poor
phase cage to another. In addition, the trajectories shown
in Fig. 8 are consistent with the size of the droplet-poor phase
in Fig. 2 and Table 1. From Fig. 8, the movement is B0.1 mm,
along with size of the 2 mm beads, the size of the droplet-poor
domain is about 2.1 mm, which is consistent to the results in
Table 1 and Fig. 2 (note that Lpoor is defined as the minimum
Feret diameter, which is the size of the domain in the smallest
dimension).

Fig. 7 Scaled MSD of carboxylate beads of different sizes at rising temperatures. The bead diameters are (A) 1 mm, (B) 1.5 mm and (C) 2 mm. The
logarithmic slope = 1 represents diffusive probe motion. All carboxylate beads show a similar trend: as the gelation proceeds, the scaled MSD decreases,
and this decrease is progressively larger for larger beads. Inset: MSD at t = 5 s plotted versus temperature.
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3.5.2 MPT using plain bead probes. Fig. 9 shows the
behavior of plain beads with 2a = 1 and 2 mm in the nanoemulsions
at various temperatures. Overall, the plain beads are sensitive to the
nanoemulsion gelation and have dynamics which range from
simple diffusion in a Newtonian fluid at low temperatures to nearly
flat MSDs at high temperatures, indicative of a solid-like material.

The MSDs of plain beads are probe-size dependent. At low
temperatures, although the scaled MSDs B t1 for both sizes,
2 mm beads have smaller ahDr2(t)i. We believe this is due to the
larger beads having a larger surface area to interact with the
droplets or clusters in the nanoemulsion (see ESI,† Table S3 for
the discussion on viscosity of the nanoemulsion obtained by
bulk rheology and MPT at T = 30.0 1C). This association
also affects the probe dynamics as the temperature increases.
At T = 35.0 1C, ahDr2(t)i of 2 mm beads shows a clear decrease

from T = 30.0 and 32.5 1C; while for 1 mm beads, this decrease
happens at T = 37.5 1C. At T = 35.0 1C, the size of the droplet-
rich domain (E6 mm from Table 1) is larger than both sizes of
plain beads, which means that beads of both sizes can be
entirely engulfed in the droplet-rich domain. Larger beads
interact with more droplets. Such interaction can effectively
limit bead motion and cause the observed decrease in the
scaled MSD, which is more obvious at higher temperatures
where beads show a flat MSD.

However, the smaller ahDr2(t)i for 2 mm beads at the same T
does not hold when further increasing the temperature. When
T is above 40.0 1C, the scaled MSD of 1 mm beads decreases
faster than 2 mm beads and eventually has smaller ahDr2(t)i,
indicating that the smaller beads are more tightly trapped
within the networks at high temperature. The more restricted
probe dynamics of the smaller beads are explained by the size
of the droplet-rich domains in Table 1. At temperatures above
40.0 1C, Lrich decreases from 1.95 to 1.24 mm, which means that
2 mm beads cannot be entirely enveloped in the droplet-rich
phase. Instead, the beads partially enter the droplet-poor
phase, which leads to less bridging to the nanoemulsion-rich
gelled region and more mobile beads, as shown in Fig. 9.

The beads at T = 35.0 1C (cyan) show counter-intuitive scaled
MSDs: although T = 35.0 1C is beyond the gel point from
rheometer measurement (Fig. 1C), the probes exhibit diffusive
behavior in which ahDr2(t)i B t1. It has been estimated the
interdroplet attractive potential energy via PEGDA bridging is
E0.89kBT at 35.0 1C.11,15 Compared to the attraction at higher
temperatures, this weaker attraction might result in voids
within the droplet-rich domains, which allows probes to easily
move even in the denser phases, and the probe-size dependent
scaled MSD implies spatial heterogeneity within the droplet-
rich phase across the different length scales being probed. In
addition, the rheometer measures rheological response from
the cumulating interdroplet interaction across a bulk scale
while MPT probes the local microenvironment, suggesting that
a weaker gel is probed at the smaller length scales, this will be
further discussed in Section 3.5.4.

Fig. 8 Representative spatial and temporal probe trajectories when
hopping happens at T = 50.0 1C using 2 mm carboxylate beads. Arrows
indicate hopping events.

Fig. 9 Scaled MSD of plain beads for different sizes at rising temperatures. The diameters are (A) 1 mm and (B) 2 mm. As temperature increases, the scaled
MSD decreases and becomes flat. Both sizes of plain beads are sensitive to the temperature change, suggesting that measurements of material stiffness
are dependent on the correlation between the probes and the network.
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3.5.3 Comparison of MPT with different probe surface
chemistries. By comparing Fig. 7 (carboxylate beads, reside in
droplet-poor domains) and Fig. 9 (plain beads, reside in
droplet-rich domains), it can be observed that the probe surface
chemistry strongly affects the MPT results. This difference
between the probe surface chemistry is also seen in Fig. 10,
which shows MSD at t = 10 s in the droplet-poor and droplet-
rich domains having dramatically different probe dynamics.
The results suggest that plain beads that tether to the network
are more sensitive to the nanoemulsion gelation. As an example,
at T = 50.0 1C (black dots) the MSD of the plain beads is smaller
than that of the carboxylate beads by over 4 orders of magnitude.
Similar differences are also observed for beads with diameter of
2 mm. Therefore, along with the data shown in Fig. 7 and 9, the
MPT of the nanoemulsion is strongly dependent on the probe
surface chemistry, and each of them shows probe-size depen-
dency, which correlates the results from Fig. 3.

Our results are consistent with other works studying the
effect of probe surface chemistry in microrheology, even
though different systems were investigated.20,24,25,27,68–70 One
of the most well-studied systems is solutions of the semiflexible
polymer F-actin (filamentous actin).20,24,25,68,69 Prior work
showed that probe surface chemistry can be modified such
that probes adhered to the F-actin networks. For example, the
binding of the beads to the networks is enhanced by using
carboxylate polystyrene beads and is reduced by grafting bovine
serum album (BSA) or polyethylene glycol (PEG) to the surface
of the polystyrene beads.68 Beads bound to the polymer
networks are more sensitive to the material’s changes in
viscoelasticity as compared to those that do not adhere to the
polymers. In addition, for beads that are strongly correlated
with the network, also known as ‘sticky beads’,68 the visco-
elasticity of the material obtained by microrheology is closer to
the bulk rheology characterization. On the other hand, the
dynamics of probes having weak or no interaction with the
networks depend on the ratio of the probe to mesh size a/x, as
discussed above.

3.5.4 Viscoelasticity on the macroscopic and microscopic
scales. We calculate the viscoelastic moduli of the nano-
emulsion suspensions from the MPT results using eqn (3)–(5).

The results from MPT are compared with bulk rheology
measurements (Fig. 1C) at a frequency o E 20 rad s�1, shown
in Fig. 11 (ESI,† Fig. S11 and S12 contain the frequency
dependent viscoelastic moduli from MPT). Because the plain
beads are more sensitive to the gelation, we do not include the
results from the carboxylate beads in the comparison here (see
ESI,† Fig. S13). Fig. 11 shows the trends seen in both micro- and
macro-characterizations are similar. At low temperatures, G00

dominates, and both moduli grow as temperature increases.
Here, we define a temperature TS at which G0 E G00 on Fig. 11.
Note that TS is not necessarily the gel point Tgel that is defined
by the Winter and Chambon criterion (power-law exponents of
G0 and G00 being equal in a frequency-sweep measurement,
Fig. 1C). From Fig. 11, TS obtained from bulk rheology
and microrheology using 1 and 2 mm beads is approximately
32.5 1C, 40.0 1C and 37.5 1C (from the frequency sweep data,
Tgel E 32.5 1C, 37.5 1C and 35 1C respectively). It is seen that the
larger plain beads are more sensitive to the gelation; however, in
the G0-dominant regime, smaller plain beads detect a higher gel
strength. Moreover, for both sizes of the plain beads, the
viscoelastic moduli are smaller than that measured by bulk
rheology. While the MSDs at elevated temperatures are small,
they are still larger than the static error which sets the maximum
measureable G0 by MPT to approximately 150 Pa.

We believe the discrepancy in modulus between the macro-
and microrheology is a result of measuring bead dynamics
across different length scales in the gels. The rheometer measures
the bulk rheological response from the entire gel. On the other
hand, in MPT the plain beads probe the droplet-rich phase with a
length scale on the order of 1 mm. As seen in our data (Fig. 9 and
Table 2), at T = 32.5 1C, both sizes of plain beads cannot detect
the gelling nanoemulsion. However, at this temperature, the G0

measured by bulk rheometry is also very weak, so it is not
unreasonable that the plain beads show little elastic response.
Interestingly, at T = 35.0 1C, the 2 mm plain beads start to
measure an increasing G0 while the 1 mm plain beads remain
diffusive in the sample.

Our data at T = 35.0 1C suggests two points: first, because the
droplet attraction is not strong, it is likely that small voids exist

Fig. 10 MSD at a lag time of 10 s versus T for 1 mm carboxylate and plain
beads at rising temperatures.

Fig. 11 Comparison of the viscoelastic moduli from bulk rheology and
microrheology using plain beads at frequency o E 20 rad s�1. Filled
symbol = G0; open symbol = G00.
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in the droplet-rich phase, although they cannot be clearly
visualized with confocal microscopy due to the resolution
limits. Second, the droplet distribution in the droplet-rich
phase is not homogeneous. According to Table 1, Lrich (E30 mm)
is large enough that both sizes of beads can be entirely enveloped
in the droplet-rich domain. Therefore, the 2 mm beads have more
association with the droplets due to their larger surface area and
thus show an increased value of G0.

To provide a clearer physical picture of the difference
between plain beads of varying size and the local microenviron-
ment that they probe in the sample, we compare the normalized
Lrich (normalized by the diameter of 1 mm and 2 mm beads,
noted as Lrich/D) with the G0 measured by bulk rheometry and
MPT at rising temperatures in Table 2. At T r 37.5 1C, droplet-
rich domains are larger than both sizes of plain beads (Lrich/D 4 1).
The 2 mm plain beads measure a stronger gel since they can
associate with more droplets. However, when T 4 37.5 1C where
only 1 mm plain beads can be completely enveloped in the
droplet-rich domain, the 1 mm plain beads measure a stronger
gel than the 2 mm plain beads. We believe it is because the 2 mm
plain beads cannot be entirely trapped in the droplet-rich phase
that generates the elastic properties of the nanoemulsion system
(Lrich/D o 1). Future work is needed to expand the sizes of beads,
especially using beads smaller than 1 mm.

MPT hence detects a weaker gel than bulk rheometry. This
trend is consistent with prior work studying the effect of probe-size
on microrheology in a LAPONITEs solution7 and associative
poly(ethylene oxide) solutions,22 as well as the microrheology
studies in a microgel particle suspension.26

4. Conclusion

We carried out a systematic multiple particle tracking (MPT)
study on thermally-gelling O/W nanoemulsions. In this work,
we investigated the role of the colloidal probe size and surface
chemistry on MPT in the nanoemulsion system. As temperature
increases, hydrophobic groups of PEG-based gelators (PEGDA)
partition into oil/water interfaces and bridge droplets. This
inter-colloidal attraction generates a wide variety of microstructures
consisting of droplet-rich and droplet-poor phases. By tailoring the
MPT colloidal probe surface chemistry, we control the residence
of probes and independently measure the probe dynamics within

each phase. Our results show stark differences in the probe
dynamics within each domain. At T = 50.0 1C, the mean squared
displacement (MSD) can differ by over four orders of magnitude
for the 1 mm beads but with different surface chemistry.
Carboxylate-modified polystyrene beads predominantly reside
in the droplet-poor phase. The lack of association of carboxylate
beads with the network results in ‘‘slippery’’ motion. The scaled
MSD of carboxylate beads is consistent with a decreased size of
the droplet-poor domain at elevated temperatures. In addition,
we also observed probe hopping between pores in the gel for
‘‘slippery’’ probes when the beads become comparable in size to
pores in the gel.

On the other hand, polystyrene beads without surface modifica-
tion (plain beads) predominantly reside in the droplet-rich phase.
We showed that the telechelic PEGDA polymer can bridge plain
beads to each other at elevated temperatures, which suggests
that PEGDA can also thermally bridge the plain beads to the
nanoemulsion droplets. This bridging interaction with the net-
work makes plain beads more sensitive to the viscoelastic
changes of the nanoemulsion as temperature rises. The micro-
rheological properties are also dependent on the size of the
plain beads: larger beads are more sensitive to the gelation
transitions while smaller beads detect larger moduli at higher
temperatures.

Our approach allows for the unique ability to probe different
regions of a colloidal gel and is useful for measuring local
properties in these mesostructured hydrogels. Our quantitative
results obtained from systematic studies shed light on the micro-
structures of thermally-gelling nanoemulsions. From our study,
the probe-hopping phenomenon provides direct evidence that
the droplet-poor phase is interconnected, and the results from
plain beads suggest the presence of inhomogeneity within the
droplet-rich phase. Furthermore, the selectivity of bead residence
in different phases serves as a potential synthesis method for
nanoemulsion-based composite materials. A novel aspect to
these materials is that the added solid colloids with manipulated
surface chemistry allows one to precisely control the residence of
colloids in different phases within nanoemulsion gels. Based on
the results presented here, we would expect different composite
structures depending on the surface chemistry of the added
colloids. Future work will look at structures formed at higher
particle loadings. For instance, Janus particles with hetero-
geneous surface modification could provide the fine control
of the particle position at the interface between droplet-rich
and droplet-poor domains.
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